GSY report 2019
GSY School field trips:
Field trips involve schools transporting their class, with staff and helpers, to a location on
the Gower Peninsular. On site Dawn Thomas (DT) teaches the class about a topic they are
covering in school. This involves practical activities such as data collection, for example,
plant and animal surveys, microclimate recording, river measuring, to bring the theory they
have learnt in school to life. The case study of different Gower habitats is used to teach the
children about natural history. They leave with a sense of awe and wonder about the area
as well as the knowledge and skills required to access Gower and protect its landscape.
During last year February – July 2019 DT undertook 25 school field trips funded by GSY £5,000.
A total of 18 different schools took part from all over the Lordship of Gower, with ages
ranging from Reception to year 8. This represents 1102 students, an increase of 50 students
from last year.
This increase is not due to an increase in field trips, (25 field trips were undertaken in 2018,)
but rather due to an increase of group size. 2 schools brought the whole school out and 6
trips had more than 1 class. This is suboptimal in terms of the best quality of teaching but is
the cheapest for the schools and in some cases may be the only way they can get the school
out.
Average group size was 44 children compared to last year when it was 37 children.
GSY funding email sent to Schools on the 18th February 2019.
There was a delay in uptake – due to curriculum changes in the School system. However, by
the 20th May all funds were allocated. After this time all Schools that applied for funding
were refused. An estimate of the school refused funding would be more than 15.
Some of the schools that were refused funding did go on to book a field trip, external to
GSY, using a charitable donation from their own PTA however as a list of the schools not
receiving funding from the GSY is not kept this number is unclear.
Due to the new curriculum there has been a greater variety of topics over previous years
and an overall emphasis shift towards sustainability.
School receiving funding are listed in Appendix 2

Gower Society Recognition:
At all stages of the booking processes teachers are reminded that the funding is provided by
the Gower Society. See Appendix 3 for copies of the booking forms and associated
paperwork.
Twitter
It needs to realise that Twitter is the main tool that a school uses to communicate what a
class is doing with parents, especially for real time events like a field trip. Emails and other
forms of communication are not used or take very much a back seat. The reason for this is
because twitter offers the teachers a very quick way of communicating with all interested
parties.
Every field trip undertaken for the GSY this year will have had a School twitter feed.
When these are sent, they are generally received by all parents in the school, not just the
class involved.
Schools will hash tag the tweet with #GowerSocietyFunded. If they forget to add the hashtag then DT re-tweets to all parents with the hash tag added.
An example from Dunvant primary school:

We thoroughly enjoyed exploring new areas using maps and compasses at Oxwich
National Nature Reserve. A big thank you to @TheGowerSociety for such a fantastic day.
#GowerSocietyfunded
To reiterate message was sent to all parents in the School. So, sticking to the Dunvant
example this means the message was sent to 1402 people for this school alone.
Unfortunately, there appears to be no one in The Gower Society monitoring their twitter
feed. There has never been any response from anyone within the Gower Society to any of
these messages.

Feedback from teachers and pupils from GSY funded field trips.
The feedback is universally positive. (Please see appendix 1)

Going forward
With the ongoing curriculum changes, DT has been working with schools to modify the field
trips which are undertaken. DT has already been invited into a number of schools to help
train the teachers in how to bring outdoor learning into the new curriculum.
Plan for the future:
 More schools with the new curriculum are probably going to bring larger groups and
whole Key stages. DT is developing new resources to manage this transition.
 Develop new field trips in line with school’s requirements addressing the four core
purposes.
 Having access to the Gower Society’s twitter feed would allow schools to converse
with The Gower Society and would allow followers of the Gower Society to see what
is being undertaken with the Gower Society funding.
 Having the funding available from the start of January at the latest February would
help to allocate funds sooner as schools start to enquire in January.

GSY family activities:
During GSY family activities, families bring their children along to activities undertaken every
month, except January, August and December. These activities teach the children and their
parents about the natural history of Gower in an engaging way, so that the participants
learn about the history and geography of Gower.
Activities and locations vary so the whole area of Gower is explored and a variety of
activities undertaken and skills taught.
Parents say that they gain a lot from attending the activities and would not be able to teach
their children or enthuse about Gower without attending the activities.
The activities aim to promote the landscape, nature and history of the Gower Peninsula by
helping families access Gower safely and learn about its importance. This will lead to them
wanting to preserve it along with their children who gain knowledge, skills and a love for the
Gower countryside. The activities engage the whole family in a practical, fun way but also
teach appreciation of Gower and respect for the countryside.
The activities themselves are planned and undertaken by DT, often assisted by her husband,
Stuart Thomas. Occasionally 3rd party experts are also present.
Funding
The funding for the activities covers planning; contacting landowners, advertising the
events; creation of resources, research; consulting experts; setting up on the day and
clearing up afterwards.
Importantly a proportion of the funding goes towards the development of new field trips
and resources of the school field trips.
Participation
Numbers of participants at activities are down a little this year. Not always weather
dependant but the stormy weather at the start of the year didn’t help.
Advertising is happening in the Environmental events leaflet which is now digital format
only. Facebook seems to be the best way of spreading the word and many people are
engaging this way.
Twitter would also be of a real benefit as parents are very familiar with this form of
communication from school. Unfortunately, the Gower Society currently has no twitter
presence. DT could tweet this from her account but then it would appear to come from
DawnNatureDays rather than the Gower Society. This is not ideal and for this reason it has
not happen to this point.
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DT sent out a questionnaire via Facebook to parents about the kind of activities they wanted
to see. Some positive ideas were returned.
Strategy for increasing GSY numbers. (With progress listed in line)
1. Start using The Gower Society Twitter to promote the days.
- No more progress as yet
2. Get more suggestions from the members for future activities.
3. Repeat popular activities. (events are normally never repeated but several parents
suggested exactly this)
4. Advertise more widely – What’s On.
5. Change activities completely – Rebrand aiming for tapping into the home education
market.
6. Move activities in the holidays and do more then.
7. Send out survey to members to find out reason.
8. Promote the activities to school children by giving out leaflets.
9. Advertise directly to schools to make parents aware of activities.
Progress towards these strategies:
 I have sent an online survey out to all GSY members asking about their views. This
has feedback into the program.
 Rebranding the activities to attract older children. October changed to Seal watch!
 Renaming the group “Gower Society Outdoor Ed.” More push in advertising with the
Home Ed community.
 Liaising with Home Ed families to come up with a program which taps into their
availability and interests. Create new program of activities from this feedback for
February and March activities.
 Analyse the responses from the survey and see what changes need to be made.
 Pilot the outdoor ed activities model on the events already advertised in
Environmental events leaflet, October, November.
 Change Christmas crafts to Cookery, crafts and quiz with a toy auction.
 Move events to Sunday and see if the uptake is greater.
 Sent new Blurb on Gower Society Outdoor Ed to Roy for inclusion in new newsletter.
 Activities has been advertised in What’s on website.
We wait and see what impact this will have on numbers in the future.

Program during 2019:
February 2019 Natural Navigation.
Attendees learnt how to tell direction using tree growth, lichen positioning, gorse growth
and wind combing. We then tested these theories looking at all the plants as we walked our
way up Cefn Bryn.
The children then learnt how to predict the weather looking at the different cloud types and
how they change as fronts come across the sky. Homemade compasses were then made to
test our prediction of direction and we learnt how to pace and to follow instructions up to
the Gower Society stone. It was very windy on top where we looked at the amazing view to
draw a map of the area before looking for more natural navigation clues in the rocks and the
heather. A busy afternoon with lots of learning and enjoying our amazing environment.

Gower Adventurers took place in February teaching teenagers about how to leave no trace when
surviving in the countryside.

March Mindfulness in the woods.
What a difference a day makes! In April we undertook
Mindfulness in the wood twice, once in torrential rain and gales
and again in glorious sunshine. We made mandalas, met trees,
found our magic spots, looked for our tree skeleton, walked
aimlessly and ended with some woodland yoga. A thoroughly
relaxing time.

April Walk around LLiw valley reservoir.
Unfortunately, Storm Hannah took a toll on numbers in April’s walk around LLiw valley reservoir.
However, the walk was surprisingly sheltered and we had a lovely walk around the lower reservoir
watching the wind on the water but staying sheltered in the trees. We saw an amazing close up of a
Red Kite hunting – no photos I’m afraid and had fun playing poo sticks in the river at the top.

Gower Adventurers took place building on the previous session on leaving no trace and
survival skills. Fire lighting and safe knife work.

May 2018 May day fete.
In May we saw our yearly May Day fete come to Reynoldston green. There were May
crowns made, dancing around the Maypole, traditional games and races, tug-of-war and
Morris dancing. All washed down with foraged wild garlic soup, nettle soup, wild garlic
pesto.

June Walk up Rhossili Down.
Again this event was undertaken twice as numbers were low first time and some said that
they would have liked to have attended so I repeated the walk again. One family did not
arrive until after we had finished but did it on their own.

July Environmental beach art at Rhossili.
Some great art work created on Rhossili beach. Again poor turn out and one family came at
normal time 2pm when it was at 10am for the tide but still added to the art.

#

September Annual Camp:
Such lovely weather for our GSY camp.
A great camp with a range of camp-craft skills being taught and practiced.
There was fire lighting, axe work, whittling, cooking on the open fire. As well as a communal
meal, prepared and cooking together. In the evening we walked up Green Cwm and found
out about the history of the giant’s grave, lime kiln and Cathole cave. Then we walked all
the way up to the swallow hole at Llethryd on the way back looking for bats.
Back at camp we had a campfire and a great night’s sleep in the tents. The following day
the fire was lit and a cooked breakfast of bacon, eggs, and pancakes were cooked. Then
more practice of knife skills and fire lighting while tents were struck. Children also played
on the swing we put up and enjoyed sharing time outside with their families.

October Seal Watch:

A fantastic turn out for our Seal watch. Not just from the participants but from the Seals as
well! We counted 28 seals. Glorious weather and great rock pooling too.

November Christmas cookery, crafts and quiz.
A revamped Christmas event with Christmas sweet making, Christmas card making and quiz.
Lovely relaxed session with lots of creativity. The children loved the sweets making and all
engaged really well.

Appendix 1 – feedback from teachers and students to GSY funded field days


Thank you very much Dawn. We all had a wonderful day yesterday! The children are
saying it was their best trip ever! Thanks, Rachel



We have just arrived back to school, and the children have not stopped talking about
how much they have enjoyed their day. Some have said it was 'the best trip they
have ever been on'. It is clear that they gained a lot of learning experiences from
today's activities, and the next group are very excited to come next Friday.



Thank you ever so much for today, I will bare you in mind when I move to Gnoll
Primary in September. Kind Regards Jo Jones Cadle primary
Very well delivered as always. The children were so excited about coming to see you
again and what they were going to learn. It was very well organized, Dawn is so
knowledgeable it is phenomenal. There was not a questions that was asked that
went unanswered.
All of the learning objectives and more were covered.
Lots of follow up work about Habitats done at school.
The activities on the day were perfect. They ensured that the learning objectives
were covered and that the children had hands on experience. The children loved
rockpooling. It was a huge hit! As always the location didn’t disappoint, Oxwich has
plenty of rockpools on hand. All activities were age appropriate.
I love coming on a trip with you! Thank you for being fabulous!
The children thoroughly enjoyed the visit, as did the adults. They were all engaged
and loved the experience in the field. The only problem was our bus turned up early
and our visit was cut short!
The children were enthusiastic pond dippers and looking for creatures on the bog. All
activities were well resourced, interesting and kept my Year 2 children on task!


















The programme was delivered excellently at Oxwich Beach. There were a variety of
activities that covered all of our topics taught through the year. The children learned
more about the sea creatures and learned about the wind whilst making their kites.
Fantastic experience and all outcomes were achieved.
Dawn was extremely organised before the trip and on the actual day. The activities
were all relevant to the topic and were very well resourced. The area was set up
before we even arrived. The rock pool activity was great, all children were
constantly engaged and there were resources used here including the sieves,
buckets and charts to look at and compare sea creatures. The other activities for the
afternoon were great. Kite making, stone painting, habitats etc. again, all very well
resourced.
Todays activities were great and would actual aid the new curriculum as the main
theme is about authentic learning which is exactly what the children did today.
Thank you so much, all children had a fantastic day.

Dear Dawn,
Thank you so much for your email and the resources you have forwarded to us. We will
definitely make use of them. Your help with the application for funding is also very much
appreciated.
The children and staff had a wonderful day at Crymlyn Bog. I know it is a day they will
remember for a very long time! We have written you some thank you emails. I will forward
you a small selection of them. I didn't want to inundate you with too many!
I hope you have a good Summer, and I look forward to returning to Crymlyn Bog in the
future,
Thanks again, Emma
Bore da Dawn
I am writing this E-mail because I had an amazing time at Crymlyn bog. Thank you for
showing us around. My favourite part of the trip was going pond dipping and going in the
woods because I have never been pond dipping before and it was so much fun. The most
interesting fact was a beetle larvae kills other insects and fly's eat anything. I would still like
to ask you some more questions. How long can a Fen raft spider live for? How big can a
grass snake get?
From Mya.
Dear Dawn
I am writing this E-mail to say a big thank you for having an amazing trip. I had lots of fun.
My most favourite part of the trip was everything but the best part was the pond dipping i
loved looking at pond creatures that i have never seen before. One interesting fact I learnt
was that dragon fly's
stay under water for 5 years and come back out of the water for 1 month and has baby's
and
then dies. Hear are some questions that I need to ask you... Why are the frogs so small?
Why do dragon fly's stay under water for 5 years? how many years have you been working
at Crymlyn
bog?
Thank you for a great day from Ella Woolcock.
Dear Dawn.
Thank you for the great time at Crymlyn Bog. I really enjoyed. My favourite part of the trip
was pond dipping and I enjoyed it in the forest. In the forest a dragon fly landed on my
hand. I enjoyed pond dipping because I like fishing. I think that a beetle larvae eating other
insects was interesting and hearing about plants that eat insects interesting. I have two
question have you ever seen a venomous spider and how big is a fen raft spider?
From Oscar Potts.

Appendix 2 Schools receiving funding
School

Time and
date

Field trip
date

Topic

Year

Number

location

Llanrhidian

16:38
18/2/19

29th
February
2019

Up, up and
away

Whole
school

150

Cefn Bryn

Oystermouth
primary

20:31
18/2/19

5th june
2019

Journeys

yr 1

31

Oxwich

Hendrefoilan
Primary
School

21:47
18/2/19

17/06/2019

Oceans and
seas

Year 2

30

Oxwich

Pentre Graig
primary

10:28
19/2/19

18/06/2019

Pollution

Yr2/3 Yr
3/4

30

Oxwich

Pentre Graig
primary

10:28
19/2/19

19/06/2019

Pollution

Yr2/3 Yr
3/5

33

Oxwich

Pentre Graig
primary

10:28
19/2/19

20/06/2019

Pollution

Yr2/3 Yr
3/6

31

Oxwich

Cila primary
school

11:43
19/2/19

02/05/2019 Environmental
art

Nursery

18

Oxwich

Cefn
Hengoed

12:08
19/2/19

10th July
2019

Geography
KS3 MAT

Yr 8

27

Clwyd
primary

12:32
19/2/19

3/4/19

Independent
organisms

Yr 6

31

Oxwich

Rockshore

Yr 6

56

Oxwich

Birchgrove
primary

22/02/2019 05/04/2019

Oystermouth 06/03/2019
primary

20/6/19

Flight day

Yr 2

27

Crymlyn bog

Casllwchwr

1/5/19

Coastal
habitats
landforms

Yr 5/6

55

Oxwich

Coastal
habitats
landforms

yr 2

30

Oxwich

20/03/2019

hendrefoilan 22/03/2019 21/06/2019

Knelston

13/05/2019

Nature

N - Yr 6

120

Port Eynon

LLangefelch
primary

22/05/2019

Wonderful
weather

Yr 2

31

Oxwich

Bryn y mor

29/04/2019 20/05/2019

Plants and
river

Yr 4/5

30

Ilston river

St Josephs

07/05/2019 11/07/2019

Creatures of
the beach
wind

Yr 2

63

Oxwich

Cadle
Primary

03/05/2019

animals of the
beach

Yr 3/4

36

Caswell

Cadle

03/05/2019 05/07/2019 animals of the

yr 3/4

36

Caswell

26/6/19

Primary

beach

Blaen Y maes

3/5/19

11/06/2019

Dunvant
primary

9/5/19

Dunvant
primary

habitats and
erosion

Yr 5

50

Oxwich

10/06/2019

Yr 1

42

Ilston woods

9/5/19

12/06/2019

Yr2

42

Ilston woods

Hafod
primary

13/05/2019

1/7/19

ps welsh
nature and
landmarks

Yr 2

35

Parkmill

St Thomas

20/05/2019 04/07/2019

mini beasts
bog baby

Yr 3

28

Crymlyn bog

Nursery

18

Port Eynon

Oystermouth 02/05/2019 16/07/2019 Mini beasts
primary
and rock pool

1102

Appendix 3 Letters to schools

General Covering Letter
Dear
I would like to draw your attention to a couple of key sections from my health
and safety policy (based on Of EE guidelines and County Council policy), sorry
about all this, the world's got so complicated, hasn't it?
"It is the duty of Dawn Thomas to ensure that all activities are designed to
take account of health and safety, however if a teacher insists on overriding
my advice, it becomes their responsibility."
The minimum ratio of children: adults is set down in Health and safety
regulation, however the nature of the activity or the pupils, may sometimes
require higher adult numbers. I need to be excluded from that ratio. It is much
safer if the field tutor is the guide, the facilitator, not seen as an extra adult,
responsible for counting heads etc.
"The ultimate responsibility for supervision lies with the visiting members
of staff, as I do not know the children and therefore cannot be held
responsible for discipline and control."
Dawn Thomas will risk assess sites and activities and make these available to
client groups, but will make it clear that teachers etc. are charged to make their
own assessments of the group and need to add to the RA, any concerns over the
behaviour or fitness of the group.
Please check that the conditions stated below have been met, and respond
by email or letter, thank you:
(a) If any of the children have any specific needs, medical, behavioural
etc.
that could affect the H&S of the group I trust I will be briefed.
Response required.
(b) The number of adults and children that you are sending on the trip.
Response required.
(c) If any member of staff is a first aider. Response required.
(d) Any child without carer consent, or medical form cannot attend; I
trust the
school to have collected these all in, and the medical forms must be
bought on the trip.
(e) If a child has asthma their medicine must be checked on the bus, if
they

have forgotten it they cannot attend.
(f) I need the number of the school contact with whom we can liaise
throughout the trip. This person must have the contact details for the
whole group. Response required.
(h) All children need waterproof coats and sensible shoes, warm clothes,
including gloves and woolly hats.
NB .I have a few spare waterproofs. Wellies are ok, or sturdy shoes that can be
wet and sandy!!
It would also be advisable for everyone to wear long trousers and for the teacher
in charge to bring some spare clothes in case of accident.
(i) In advance of the trip groups must be decided and adults allocated to
them (do not include me as a head counter), I trust the group leader
will have a full register.
(j) The teacher in charge must have carried out a risk assessment and be
familiar with the key hazards. Dawn Thomas will send you their RA
summary, but this doesn't mean that you shouldn't carry one out
yourselves. In advance of the trip brief the adults and the young people
of the risks involved.
(k) The young people must be briefed that if behaviour is not acceptable
they will have to be removed from the group and the expense of this
met by the school or parents.
(m) There may be weather conditions where the activity needs to be
cancelled on H&S grounds; if this is the case we can always rearrange
the trip.
This project is funded by The Gower Society and although I am self-employed,
the Gower Society contribute towards the funding of my preparation;
worksheets, reccy visits, risk assessments etc. and have helped with the costs of
administration and the purchase of some equipment. I would like to say thank
you for their help.
Yours truly
Dawn Thomas
Funded by

THE GOWER SOCIETY
Registered Charity No. 1172919

THE GOWER SOCIETY
Registered Charity No. 1172919
Dear
We are pleased to inform you that you have been successful in your application for funding
by The Gower Society Youth field trip with Dawn Thomas.
As part of the funding application we ask that you include the following in communicating
details to the students taking part in the field trip:
The school is requested to identify the awarding of the grant by Gower Society Youth (GSY)
and the Gower Society to parents of the children taking part.
Also if you can tweet using the hashtag #GowerSocietyFunding with @TheGowerSociety and
@DawnNatureDays then we can share the experience with other members of the Gower
Society who’s contributions have made this funding possible. Any photos which you are
allowed to share would be very helpful also either on Twitter or direct to Dawn Thomas.
Please only include photos you are happy to be used in publications promoting The Gower
Society, Gower Society Youth and Nature Days.
If you would like a letter with these details on to send your parents, then feel free to use the
one attached.
If you have any questions please email Dawn at dawn@reynoldton.com
Best regards
Dawn Thomas

THE GOWER SOCIETY
Registered Charity No. 1172919
Dear Parents.
Your son/daughter’s school has successfully received funding by The Gower Society Youth
for a field trip with Dawn Thomas.
The date of this field trip will be ____________________________________
And will involve _________________________________________________.
Your child will need to bring to school on that day:
 A packed lunch
 A drink – hot in a flask if cold
 A bag to wear on their back with the above in,
 Waterproof coat and trousers
 Warm clothes – hat, gloves and scarf
 Wellies or shoes/boots they don’t mind getting wet or muddy. If you are doing a
river trip then they need wellies to enter the river.
 Spare socks
Please consult the weather forecast to see if extra layers are required but always bring
waterproofs even if it is to be dry, they are good to keep the wind off too.
More details of what to expect can be found on the Dawn Thomas website
https://naturedays.co.uk/field_trips/ as well as information on Family activities also funded
by the Gower Society Youth. https://naturedays.co.uk/public_activities/
If you need more information on the content of the trip or what to wear or bring please
contact naturedays@reynoldston.com.

Appendix 4 GSY Family Activities feedback
From facebook:
 Thankyou so much for a great afternoon we all loved it!
 Lovely afternoon in the sunshine, many thanks!
 Fabulous thank you so much ���
 Huge thanks Dawn and Stuart, me and Dan had a great very creative morning ��
 An enjoyable walk, interesting local history and great treasure! Thanks Dawn �
 Thank you for the woodland fun on Saturday afternoon! Harrison and his little friend
Alys had a great time � (and so did we!) x
 Thank you to Dawn and everyone for an amazing weekend. The children learnt so
much, still can't believe such amazing sites are on our door step. Thanks for a
wonderful weekend, we all had a great time. Special thanks to Mia for raising the
swing to adult height - obviously to keep the children safe with supervision rather
than because us adults wanted a go!

